This paper introduces a new Fuzzy Learning Classifier System that can learn a continuous action vector field from two-dimensional continuous multistep environments. Results where this approach is applied with success to two simple two-dimensional problems are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years, many techniques have risen in the Machine Learning field; among others are Neural Networks (offline learning), Reinforcement Learning (on-line method), Genetic Algorithms (off-line method), Learning Classifier Systems (on-line method), etc. Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) combine a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with a production system to learn a transition function of the environment using only rewards; these systems have been applied in many contexts, but they were explored in simple grid environments in their beginnings. Fuzzy LCSs (FCSs) were developed to deal with continuous environments; two LCSs [5, 6, 4] that use fuzzy logic (FL) were introduced to learn Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). GECCO'08, July 12-16, 2008, Atlanta, Georgia, USA. ACM 978-1-60558-130-9/08/07.
functions from rewards in one step environments. Bonarini introduced a FCS [1] where he used a scheme of competition and cooperation among rules to learn an action function in multistep environments with continuous reward. This system produced continuous actions from a continuous perception but with an exponential number of fuzzy states to represent the perception states. On the other hand, XCSF by Lanzi et al. [3] does not use FL and was able to act in multistep, one and two dimensional, continuous spaces but with a set of discrete actions. Kovacs et al. [2] presented three different architectures that used combinations of two XCSFs to deal with continuous actions in one step, one dimensional environments.
THE FUZZY LCS
This section presents an overview of the system proposed, the enviroments where the new approach was tested, and the results obtained.
Description of the Fuzzy LCS
In our FLCS, Each rule Ri contains a small fuzzy system with four fuzzy rules, a matrix that contains the expected prediction p i uv , and a square subregion Xi of activation over the input space (x1, x2). Rules can only act over their subregion of activation. In that subregion of activation, each fuzzy system proposes a continuous vector field − → y i = (y1, y2) by defuzzification. In that way, when an input vector − → x enters the FLCS, rules cooperate to produce the real vector output − → y Output using the vector addition of the output vectors − → y i proposed by rules through their fuzzy systems weighted by their expected predictions. A modified Q-learning algorithm is used to learn the task from the environment, i.e., the learning of the continuous vector action function. This algorithm is used to change the values of the matrices of the expected predictions of each rule in the FLCS. A GA is applied to evolve rules based on their average expected values. This GA only evolves the action parts of the fuzzy systems.
Description of the Testing Environments
The environment is a finite two-dimensional space where the FLCS lives and moves. The environment has a goal that is defined as a region. The environment can have obstacles that are defined as regions on the space where the FLCS cannot move to. The FLCS can perceive its position in that environment through a position vector − → x . The FLCS can 
Results
In our experiments we have used 800 rules and we have divided the input space into 4 × 4 different uniform squared subregions where the rules can act. Rules are randomly distributed over all the subregions to have approximately 50 rules per subregion. p i uv was a 5 × 5 matrix and initially set at random in [0, pI ]. Figures 1 and 2 show some examples of the vector action fields learned after approximately 300,000 trails. The system was given a reward of 10 when it reached the goal, and 0, otherwise.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new approach to fuzzy LCSs. The new FLCS improves on previous efforts because it can deal with multistep environments where it must produce continuous outputs, and reward is not received at every step. We have shown that our approach works well in two-dimensional environments that contain obstacles. 
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